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f-An Instructive 64-page \ 
Illustrated catalogue

Brimful of what you want to know i 
about the labor-lightening, time-saving feat

ures of the most economical and effieient agri
cultural implements ever invented—
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1 No. 4i Planet Jir Combined HID and DrOl Seeder, Wheel Hoe, Cultive, 
vetor, and Plow sows seed sccu.-ately and works quickly and thoroughly.
I >»o. > 1 1 Planet Jr Double Wheel Hoe. Cultivator, Plow and Rake 
works b'lth sides of plants at one passage, until crops are 20 inches 
high. Indestructible si el trame, end steel leal-lifters.

I Send portal today for the catalogue!
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Don’t let heavy hoisting turn 

your back Into a donkey engine. 
Simplify your hoisting with a
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BS and/ Jumbo Safety ^
Hoist and Wire Stretcher
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Here's a wonderful little labor-saver that you action, that the mere pull necessary to lift the 
can try for 3lkdays free—a hoist that holds load Is sufficient to release the lock, 
the load In mid-air as well as hoisting It up. Simplicity is the secret of the Jumbo's big

Thousands of farmers are tickled at the way success. It Is the only self-locking hoist on
this hoist saves work. It's the handy way to the market with patent adjustment for ropes
lift wagon bodies, swing butchered hogs or of all conditions. Made of best steel, critically 
anything else you want to hoist. It's a peach tested and inspected before shipment. Shipped 
of a wire stretcher, too. It will save labor— for 30 days’ FREE use anywhere; guaranteed 
earn its cost in scores of different ways. everywhere.

How It Works In the upper block of the Besides the Jumbo Safety Hoist and Wire
Jumbo Is an automatic Stretcher, we make
lock which engages ________________________. - ”jn® ether sizes HaU
the pull rope the in- t J I iff t Hoists, capacity 400
slant you let up on it. ~ ~ [II lbs. to 4 tons. Mall
The heavier the load | K uai • mep w™’ Xou,r ?aJne.^n<l your
the tighter the grip. I |HALL WU:U. I dealer’sforthecatalog
Yet so simple in con- I <v „ . -, i, FRE“
struction, so perfect in ® 956 Hain St-, Monticello, 13. I \ /r’- OFFER—right nowl
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WRITE NEAREST ADDRESS FOR CATALOGUE.
W- RENNIE C° 1IMITED TORONTO

Branches-MONTREAL. WINNIPEG. VANCOUVER.
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The RENFREW Handy 
Two-Wheel Truck Scale INo Friction Windmills1

Mechanically Correct NOW, and Always Have Been
Originators of the Hub and Stationary Spindle 
In Windmill Construction—the ONLY PROPER 
PLAN of. Carrying the Weight of the Wheel.
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No part connected by the revo
lution of the wheel can be thrown 
out of line, while with other mills 
the weight and leverage of the wheel 
keyed to the shaft will wear out 
the boxing and gears. The wheel 
and gearing will become out of line, 
requiring repairs and new parts.
The use of the stationary spindle on 
all “BAKER" mills enables us to 
bring the wheel close to the tower, 
which greatly lessens wear-friction 
and permits us to place wheel within 
a few inches of the pump-rod. Sup
porting the weight of the wheel ....
directly over hub reduces friction, and substantiates our claim that it is 
the easiest running mill made, and has won tor ihe “BAKER the reputation 
of being a non-friction mill, in which class it has no competition.

The “BAKER" ibuilt on a hub) has a long constantly lubricated bearing 
on both sides of the wheel, 
bearing only on 
wear on '
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A Daily loss—that’s what inaccurate scales mean to the 
farmer. Loss on everything he sells by weight.
Stop it now. Let the “RENFREW” do your weighing, and 
get every cent of profit on your produce that you should get. I 

#ïï “RENFREW” accuracy zis guaranteed by the Canadian I 
jU Gov rnment—which means protection against loss through I 

underweighing.
The “RENFREW" weighs anything from one pound to 2,000 pounds— 
and you can wheel it to anything you want to weigh. Are you interested ? 
Mail this Coupon Now for this Free Booklet, “The Profit in the Last 

Ounce. It tells interestingly about the business side of farming—and ho 
money is saved with a “RENFREW'' Handy Two-Wheel Truck Scale.
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Other mills with wheel keyed to a shaft have 
the Inside, thus causing leverage, friction and excessive 

boxings, which cannot be avoided in “shaft mills."
Any geared windmill with wheel keyed to a shaft, whether so-called single 

or “double-geared' mills, the weight of the wheel and consequent friction will 
soon wear out the boxings, causing the pinions to bind and the gears to cut
out, and the wheel will become out of line and dip toward the

With “BAKER" Windmills the wheel is carried lightly and with little or 
no friction, and even in the event of wear, the wheel will always be balanced 
and the gears cannot become out of mesh. Write for booklet.
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RENFREW SCALE CO. il;

ill 11
in

Renfrew, Ontario w
Please send me 

r free of charge 
the booklet, “The 

Profit in the Last 
Ounce.”

laTHE HELLER-ALLER CO. li
AGENT*:

SASKATOON—Western Distributing, Agency. 
CALGARY—Reynolds & Jackson 
EDMONTON —Race, Hunt & Giddy .
MANITOBA—Clare & Brockest,Winnipeg

t!MANUFACTURERS OF

Wind Engines, Pumps, Tanks, Etc. 
WINDSOR, ONTARIO, CANADA.

V.

Address
mTHE RENFREW SCALE CO. 

Renfrew, Ontario
ADVOCATE.1'BEST RESULTS ARE OBTAINED FROM ADS. IN \ )
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